
NM Water Dialogue 
 

1) Please insert comments on the Draft New Mexico State Water Plan.
See 3 attached files from the NM Water Dialogue Board.
 

3) What type of event would be most useful?
a) Collaborative Workshop (meeting to generate solutions)
 

4) An important benefit of attending an event is to increase knowledge and
understanding of scientific research.
Agree
 

5) An important benefit of attending an event is collaborative problem solving.
Strongly Agree
 

6) An important benefit of attending an event is the opportunity to speak with and
listen to practitioners or professional counterparts.
Agree
 

7) An important benefit of attending an event is to gain practical information related
to daily operations.
Neutral
 

8) What other benefits of attending an event would be important to you?
See letter.
 

9) Which organizations or individuals, if any, would you recommend to contribute
their knowledge or experience related to one or more of these policies to participate
as a leader in one of these events?
NMISC, NMSEO, NM Water Dialogue, Regional Planners, Elected
Leadership
 



 
  

 
August 25, 2018  

 
Lucia F. Sanchez, Water Planning Program Manager 
NM Interstate Stream Commission 
407 Galisteo Street 
Santa Fe, NM  87504 
 
Ms. Sanchez, 
 
The New Mexico Water Dialogue’s (NMWD) mission is to promote the wise stewardship and assure 
the availability of water resources for future generations of New Mexicans.  We take that mission very 
seriously.  At our last two Board meetings we discussed the Draft New Mexico State Water Plan that 
has been available on the New Mexico Office of the State Engineer/Interstate Stream Commission’s 
web page since July 9, 2018.  The response from our Board to the July 2018 Draft has been mixed.  
We all recognize the tremendous effort that was required to produce the July 2018 Draft.  We also 
understand the staffing and resource constraints you faced. Despite our acknowledgement of those 
constraints, comments from a cross section of our Board expressed disappointment.  We appreciate 
the opportunity to provide comments on the July 2018 Draft and we have encouraged our Board and 
our membership to submit comments on their own behalf directly to the ISC. 
 
The purpose of this letter is to focus on next steps.  While the current draft contains valuable base-line 
information and a list of the many alternatives available to address New Mexico’s water future it does 
not adequately address the most complex and urgent challenges facing our state (for example compact 
compliance, the vulnerability of communities that rely on non-renewable groundwater, and tribal water 
rights).  The Dialogue hopes addressing these critical issues will begin early in 2019. We would suggest 
that a first step is to identify those issues that are priorities requiring solutions and needing public and 
legislative support. 
 
The Dialogue convened two day-long workshops in conjunction with the ISC in 2010 and 2015 at the 
Sevilleta Refuge to enable regional water planners and ISC staff to discuss regional and statewide 
water planning issues of mutual concern. The value of this particular group is that it brought together 
water planners from almost all of the water planning regions who have in-depth knowledge of and 
decades of experience addressing the many water challenges facing the state. Dialogue planners, ISC 
staff and others felt the sessions were very valuable and recommended that the gathering be held on 
a regular basis.  Summaries of both meetings are attached. In addition, the 2015 workshop resulted in 
House Memorial 1 Working Group’s report, Making the Case for Change, which was prepared for the 
NM Water and Natural Resources Committee and recently endorsed by the Dialogue. 
 
We propose that a similar workshop be hosted by the NMWD and the ISC in early 2019. The proposed 
workshop would specifically prioritize critical water issues that need to be addressed immediately and 
propose constructive steps for developing strategies to address the problems as well as those areas 
where the July 2018 Draft most needs improvement.  Thank you for your commitment to a prosperous 
and sustainable New Mexico. Contact me at jasonjohn2011@gmail.com if you have any questions. 
 
Sincerely 

 
Jason John, Board President 

mailto:jasonjohn2011@gmail.com
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Summary by Lisa Robert

Regional Planners Meet:  One Size Does Not Fit All

Regional water planning and
the New Mexico Water Dia-
logue have been joined at the
hip for more than 20 years.

The state’s unique strategy for protect-
ing New Mexico’s water resources by
allowing distinct hydro/geographic re-
gions to assess their own future water
requirements greatly increased the need
for communication between stakehold-
ers, planners and policymakers. Assist-
ing that discourse has been the
Dialogue’s prime directive throughout
its organizational existence. In countless
forums since 1992, the Dialogue has as-
sembled water system managers, gov-
ernment officials, technical experts, spe-
cial interest advocates and members of
the public to share experiences and in-
formation about water. It stands to rea-
son that as physical and fiscal condi-
tions change, and as state and local poli-

cies come under review, the body of
knowledge that Dialogue’s many partici-
pants represent is a trove of wisdom to
be tapped.

To re-engage local planning commit-
tees and to spark revision of the Inter-
state Stream Commission’s Regional
Water Planning Handbook, the Dialogue
invited representatives from all regions
to Sevilleta National Wildlife Refuge in
September to report on their implemen-
tation efforts, and to mull the mechanics
of a required round of “updates” to ex-
isting plans. As always, hearing indi-
vidual accounts of ordeal and exultation
readjusted everybody’s perspective, and
misgivings about the value of grassroots
planning were once again eclipsed by
the magnitude of what has been accom-
plished under the radical, “one-size-does
not fit-all” philosophy established by the
state legislature in 1987.

A Status Report from the Regions

Region 1—Eastern Plains (Union,
Harding, eastern San Miguel, Quay,
Guadalupe, Curry, Roosevelt and
DeBaca):  Region 1 is implementing
some of its plan components through
municipal conservation and reuse initia-
tives, and representatives consider their
biggest “success” the Eastern New
Mexico Water System, a pipeline for
transporting water from Ute Reservoir
on the Canadian River down the eastern
side of the state to communities in
Quay, Roosevelt and Curry Counties.
Despite the fact that full funding is not
yet in place, the environmental assess-
ment on the project has been completed;
easements are being procured; con-
struction has begun on the pipeline be-
tween Clovis and Portales; and work
will soon commence on intake struc-
tures at the dam.

Region 2—San Juan Basin (San Juan,
western Rio Arriba, and northern
McKinley): The planning committee,
which at one time boasted 66 active
members, has met only once since the
regional plan was completed in 2004.
That same year, the San Juan Water
Commission began work on a drought
contingency plan with funds from the
Interstate Stream Commission. Neither
the long-anticipated Animas-La Plata
Project nor the Navajo water rights
settlement were built into that drought
contingency plan, but both have since
been authorized, and work on the Na-
vajo Pipeline—a major component of the
water rights settlement—is underway. A
pair of lateral pipelines will carry treated

This year’s annual Dialogue Statewide Meeting will examine the impacts of
ongoing economic stress on New Mexico’s water planning and management
at both state and regional levels. What are the consequences of the current
economic downturn?  What effects do “hard times” have on how public offi-
cials manage our water supplies? Do market-based transfers of water rights
become more or less important? How does our thinking about “public wel-
fare” change? How does the scarcity of financial resources interact with wa-
ter scarcity to make planning both more necessary and more difficult, and
what can we do about it?  In addition, the Office of the State Engineer/Inter-
state Stream Commission is completing an update of the 2003 State Water
Plan.  Along with the economic climate, the plan is an important part of future
water management in New Mexico.  These two issues will be discussed on
January 13, 2011 at the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center in Albuquerque. Please
join us.

Come to the 2011 Annual Statewide Meeting on Jan. 13

Economic Stress: Hard Times for Water Planning and Management
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Fall 2010

 by Mary Murnane, President, Board of Directors

Update from the President

Last month, the New Mexico Water Dialogue hosted a Regional Water Planning
Workshop. A great deal of information about the workshop is included in this
newsletter, so I will not repeat this information. I would simply like to thank all
those who participated.  I would also like to thank all the Dialogue Board mem-
bers and dedicated regional planners who helped to organize and conduct the
workshop, and our two speakers – Representative Don Tripp, and Patricia
Dominguez of Senator Bingaman’s office.

The Dialogue Board of Directors has been busy developing the topic and the
panels for the upcoming Annual Meeting. The topic has been selected: “Eco-
nomic Stress: Hard Times for Water Planning and Management.” Speakers are
still being sought, so if you have a recommendation, please email us at
info@nmwaterdialogue.org.

There were a number of other topics suggested, but this topic seemed espe-
cially relevant at the current time. As a state, our economic situation is difficult,
unemployment is high, and incomes are generally down. There are a multitude
of pressing issues that we face as individuals and communities. In this sort of
environment, planning for the future competes with surviving today. As a result,
planning does not happen - so that when good policies and initiatives are needed,
they have yet to have been created. Our collective future suffers. This seems es-
pecially true for water planning. As a Japanese proverb states: “When you’re
thirsty, it’s too late to think about digging a well.”

The Interstate Stream Commission is scheduled to complete the update to the
State Water Plan this year. This is welcome news in that it speaks to the value
of water in our State. Some have concerns about the direction of the State Wa-
ter Plan, and the relationship between the State Plan and all the regional plans
that have been developed, as well as the relationship between and amongst the
regional plans. The Dialogue supports processes that start to clarify and link the
various plans, and provide for thoughtful implementation of said plans. The
SWP and the relationship between state and regional planning will be discussed
at the annual meeting in January 2011.

This will not be an easy task, and there are some fundamental barriers to inte-
grating these plans. These efforts are not hopeless or futile, and success is pos-
sible. It will take a concerted effort, and a commitment to dialogue between and
amongst the regions and the state.

4th of July trail, Oct 2010
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water to communities in the Navajo Na-
tion that are currently mining groundwa-
ter, and eventually, surface water from
Navajo Reservoir will be provided to
those areas, further reducing the depen-
dence on groundwater. The pipeline
project will also serve the Apache Na-
tion and the City of Gallup. A state ini-
tiative to regionalize existing water sys-
tems enabled the Navajo Nation to ob-
tain ‘Year of Water’ funds in 2008 to
begin the infrastructure that will serve
the Gallup area, a decade ahead of the
flow of San Juan River water. One con-
cern for Navajo water planners is Desert
Rock, a coal-burning power plant to be
built on the reservation. The project is
currently “stalled in the federal review
process,” delaying indefinitely a source
of tribal income that could be used to
complete crucial water projects.

Region 3—Jemez y Sangre (Santa Fe,
Los Alamos, and southeastern Rio
Arriba counties): JyS planners say they
owe their success to “the quality of
people involved” in the planning pro-
cess, good public participation, and the
regular presence of Pueblo observers.
Dividing the region into sub-regions
made the plan more valuable to local de-
cision makers, and some 20 technical
"white papers" on various topics are in
use today. The region embarked on its
first plan update in 2007, re-evaluating
supply and demand and a survey of lo-
cal water providers. In 2009, informa-
tion was added to the plan regarding the
reliability of diverted San Juan-Chama
water (scheduled to go on-line in March
of 2011); climate change; groundwater
sustainability; and the status of agricul-
ture in the region. The fact that there are
fewer “caretakers” of the plan today,
and that the Pueblos have (so far) de-
clined to become full participants in re-
gional planning are seen as shortcom-
ings in the ongoing process.

Region 4— Southwest (Luna, Hidalgo,
Grant and Catron): Although the re-
gional planning committee has not con-
tinued to meet, data from the water plan
is being used by other organizations

such as the Soil & Water Conservation
District, the Gila Basin Irrigation Com-
mission, and the Grant County Water
Commission. The Southwest region’s
adjudicated Mimbres basin is home to
the 2008 District Court case known as
Bounds, in which the state’s automatic
granting of domestic well permits was
ruled unconstitutional. The case is in ap-
peal, but meanwhile, new non-domestic
wells in the Mimbres must be backed by
a water right. Another legal case, Ari-
zona v. California, also figures promi-
nently in Region 4’s resource planning.
Six years ago, as part of the Arizona
Water Settlements Act, New Mexico
was awarded the right to divert 14,000
afy from the Gila and San Francisco
Rivers, and some $6.6 million in federal
subsidies has been made available for
water project construction. The South-
west New Mexico Stakeholders Group,
a collection of federal, state and local in-
terests, is evaluating an array of pro-
posed restoration, infrastructure and
conservation projects, among them, irri-
gation ditch improvement, energy gen-
eration, and streambank storage. Else-
where in the region, municipal pipelines
are being built to supply water to the
town of Hurley in Grant County, and the
communities of Silver City and Tyrone
obtained a USDA grant to merge and up-
grade their wastewater systems. Finally,
a 2009 application to transfer thousands
of acre-feet of groundwater from the
San Augustin area to the Rio Grande has
galvanized an effort to protect the Upper
Gila Basin from further resource specu-
lation and export.

Region 5—Tularosa and Salt Basins,
and Sacramento Watershed (Otero and
western Lincoln): Region 5 was not rep-
resented at the 2010 RWP workshop,
but one participant noted that the Salt
Basin, which is shared by Texas and
New Mexico, is thus under two differ-
ent management regimes and has been
targeted for groundwater extraction and
transport. Plans also continue for a de-
salination plant to serve municipal de-
mand.

Region 6—Northwest (Cibola and south-
ern McKinley): With its many non-tribal

and non-municipal water systems, Re-
gion 6 is looking to unite existing infra-
structure in order to improve services to
adjacent towns like Grants and Milan.
On the region’s eastern edge, a pipeline
from Albuquerque may someday supply
Albuquerque Bernalillo County Water
Utility Authority water to the village of
Tohajiilee. Work on such efforts is pro-
ceeding “piecemeal” because the RWP
committee is no longer in existence, and
there is no funding for plan implementa-
tion, update, or monitoring, or for mod-
eling and engineering proposed projects.
The region is trying to identify an oper-
ating entity for the upcoming Gallup
Pipeline, which will bring San Juan
River water to the area. Because the
communities around Gallup are badly in
need of service, the southernmost seg-
ment of the pipeline is being constructed
first, and will transport groundwater un-
til the entire project is completed, some
14 years from now. Aquifer levels
around Gallup have fallen several hun-
dred feet over the last two decades, and
with land ownership a checkerboard in
the region, there are concerns about
groundwater depletion, and about con-
tamination from various mining pro-
cesses, including in situ leaching.

Region 7—Taos County:  Last of the 16
regions to develop its water plan, Taos
completed the process in mid-2008,
benefiting from what other regions had
done, and concentrating on process and
on incorporating good hydrology. Plan-
ners identified a need for aquifer map-
ping, but also desired to protect tradi-
tional irrigation and the watersheds that
are essential to both surface and
groundwater. To do that, they drafted a
sweeping public welfare statement, the
most “elaborate use of that element in all
the regions.” The process generated
substantial controversy, however, and
many references to implementation
were stripped from the statement in or-
der to get it passed. Now people are be-
ginning to recognize the need for “teeth”
and want the strong language reinserted.
Sub-committees have been formed to
promote implementation in the areas of

REGIONAL PLANNERS—Cont. from page 1
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watershed management, water quality,
agricultural protection, growth manage-
ment, water rights retention, education,
and environment and recreational water
use. Disseminating data is essential, and
for a while, the University of New
Mexico at Taos served as a clearing-
house; however, the databank role may
eventually fall to the Soil & Water Con-
servation District. Taos is exceptionally
wary of “large urban areas” looking to
transfer water from the region, and
planners hope to create a process
whereby notice of such proposals can
be consistently provided to the public.

Region 8—Mora and western San
Miguel:  There are few members of the
original planning committee left, but is-
sues of overuse in the Gallinas Water-
shed are generating fresh political inter-
est. A system engineering study was
launched last year and should be com-
pleted in 2011. The region’s single large
community, Las Vegas, relies on
Petersen Dam, a 150-year-old concrete
structure on the Gallinas River for its
water supply. The city also contracts
with the owners of Storey Lake, further
upriver, to retain a drought reserve. The
municipality hopes to rehabilitate
Petersen Reservoir and a municipal well
field to ensure a safer supply, and to
lessen costs. Las Vegas has an enviable
gallon-per-person-per-day of 105.

Region 9—Colfax County:  Region 9
was not represented at the workshop.

Region 10—Lower Pecos (Chaves,
Eddy, eastern Lincoln, and northeastern
Otero):  The region completed its water
plan in 2001, and “everything in it was a
struggle, motivated by water shortage in
the Pecos.” The Pecos Compact is
based on numbers from 1947, and in
1986, New Mexico learned it had been
undelivering to Texas by some 10,000
acre feet annually. In addition to a $14
million settlement, the region had to fig-
ure out to deliver sufficient wet water,
and that provided the impetus to begin a
water plan. Planners consider the settle-
ment agreement between Texas, the

Pecos Valley Artesian Conservancy Dis-
trict, and Carlsbad Irrigation District the
region’s “biggest success,” along with a
rigorous irrigation efficiency program,
and unrelenting phreatophyte control.
The region contracted with a consultant
to update the water plan, but funds have
since dried up, and committee members
are looking at performing the revision
themselves. Pressing issues include “im-
port schemes” such as a proposed pipe-
line from the Pecos to Santa Fe and
possibly Rio Rancho, a prospect that
greatly disturbs Region 10 residents; on-
going drought that has been worse than
anything anticipated in the water plan;
and domestic wells, which are a con-
cern even though the region’s artesian
aquifer has largely forestalled the mining
of groundwater.

Region 11—Lower Rio Grande (Doña
Ana County and Elephant Butte Irriga-
tion District):  As elsewhere, planning
boundaries and hydrology are a less than
perfect fit in Region 11, which realisti-
cally “has to manage all the way to
Caballo Reservoir in Sierra County.”
The water planning effort began in
1998, and what was envisioned was a
hotter and drier future due to climate
change. Planners failed to foresee too
much water, like the monsoon flood of
2006, which left the community of
Hatch buried under three feet of sedi-
ment. Neither could they have predicted
the 2008 agreement between EBID and
the El Paso Irrigation District that allows
Texas to store water in Elephant Butte
for up to a year. Prior to that pact, “half
a million acre-feet of water went down
the river and couldn’t be captured” be-
cause there were no structures with
which to retain it. Due to an aggrading
river, levees in the region are inadequate,
and flood insurance has skyrocketed.
Dams built on the outskirts of Las
Cruces in the 1950s and 60s are today
in the midst of the city, and “wilderness
study areas” beyond the current urban
edge preclude the construction of new
flood control facilities. Time has re-
vealed other inadequacies in the water
plan: there are no provisions for gray
water reuse, or for innovative hydro-

electric power generation on EBID’s
drop structures. Surface water treat-
ment plants anticipated in the water plan
have failed to materialize, but not so an
excess of independent mutual domestic
systems. The troublesome issue of emi-
nent domain, and the judgment offer of
five acre-feet per acre to pecan farmers
in the ongoing Lower Rio Grande adju-
dication are also sources for “hard feel-
ings.”

Region 12—Middle Rio Grande
(Sandoval, Bernalillo and Valencia):
Topology in the region made two water
plans necessary: one addressing the
mainstem Rio Grande, and the other its
tributaries, the Rio Jemez and Rio
Puerco. The workshop presentation was
limited to the mainstem portion of the
plan. The region defined its overall mis-
sion as “balancing use with renewable
supply,” and toward that end, hydrolo-
gists created a water budget that re-
vealed an annual deficit of between
50,000 and 110,000 acre-feet a year,
manifest as areas of aquifer drawdown
that were accelerating river leakage, and
putting at risk the state’s ability to meet
Rio Grande Compact delivery require-
ments. Six years after completion of the
water plan, there is no funding and little
jurisdictional support for implementation
or update, despite the fact that much
has occurred to alter the basin’s water
picture: Albuquerque’s conservation
program has reduced per-capita use by
10 percent and Middle Rio Grande Con-
servancy District agricultural diversions
are down by a factor of two, but scien-
tists predict the Southwest’s warming
climate will shrink the region’s annual
inflows; the municipal switch to San
Juan-Chama water has begun in hopes
of mitigating damage to the local aqui-
fer, but legal challenges remain regard-
ing the adverse affects of the diversion
on both river flows and water rights; a
decade of riparian restoration projects in
the Rio Grande bosque has not apprecia-
bly augmented water yield, but Region
12 has had to accommodate federal
flow requirements for the endangered
silvery minnow, a water "demand" not
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—Reports from the Regions—

by Simeon Herskovits

During 2010 the Taos Region
has experienced a dramatic
revival of efforts to revise
and implement certain strate-

gic priorities of the Taos Regional Water
Plan. Taos was the last region in the
State to finalize its Regional Water Plan,
which was only accepted by the ISC in
July of 2008. Yet Taos moved quickly
to begin implementing certain strategies
and priorities identified in the Plan. An
Implementation Steering Committee was
formed in the summer of 2008, and a
first regional water assembly was held
in November of 2008.

One of the Plan’s priorities was the
development of a water information
center that would gather information
about water resources, water rights,
water quality and related issues pertain-
ing to water in the Taos Region, and
make that information readily accessible
to the public. The goal is to enable resi-
dents of the Region to be better in-
formed about local water issues. Work
began almost immediately to develop
such a center and to base it at the UNM
Taos campus.

During 2009, however, fiscal
constraints related to the recession
and other local priorities delayed
further implementation efforts. In
addition, UNM Taos could not con-
tinue to serve as the principal base
for the water information center,
and development of the center was
put on hold.

Another strategy identified as a
priority in the Regional Water Plan
that was temporarily stalled was
implementation of the Plan’s Public
Welfare Statement by local govern-
ments within the Taos Region. As
those who followed the regional
water planning process in Taos will
recall, the Taos Region developed
an especially detailed, thorough
Public Welfare Statement, which
contained individual criteria and out-

Update on Implementation and Revision of the Taos Regional Water Plan

lined standards to be applied in assessing
potential impacts to each criterion mak-
ing up the Public Welfare. The Plan also
expressly advocated concrete implemen-
tation of the Public Welfare Statement
by local governments.

While there was broad consensus
within the Region about the basic defini-
tion and goals of the Public Welfare
Statement, during the finalization of the
Plan there was significant disagreement
about what level of detail and forceful-
ness was appropriate for the criteria and
standards in the Statement, and about
the degree of specificity in the mandate
for implementation of the Statement. To
achieve consensus, some detail was re-
moved from the Public Welfare State-
ment to reassure some local entities that
they would have flexibility in interpreting
it as they saw fit. Although implementa-
tion of the Public Welfare Statement re-
mained a top priority for many in the
Taos Region, the controversy preceding
the Plan’s finalization and acceptance by
the ISC led local leaders to pause before
moving ahead with implementation.

By 2010, however, any reservations
regarding the Public Welfare Statement
seem to have dissipated, and both the
Steering Committee and the Taos
County Commission have been moving
forward in a vigorous, coordinated fash-
ion to strengthen and implement the
Statement. The Committee has been
meeting and is in the process of reintro-
ducing rigorous details and standards
back into the Public Welfare Statement.
Meanwhile the County Commission is
well along in the process of adopting an
ordinance that concretely implements
the Public Welfare Statement in a robust
form. The County Ordinance imple-
ments the Public Welfare Statement by
creating a committee to review water
rights applications concerning the wa-
ters of the Region and provide informa-
tion and advice to the County Commis-
sion and the public regarding the public
welfare implications of such applica-
tions. The Ordinance would not impinge
on the State Engineer’s authority, but
would give effect to the Regional Water
Plan’s definition of Public Welfare by

informing local government and the
local public about proposed appro-
priations and transfers as gauged
under the criteria comprising that
definition.
     Along with these Public Welfare
implementation efforts, another wa-
ter assembly will be convened this
winter to: revive implementation of
the regional water information cen-
ter; revise and improve other imple-
mentation strategies in the Plan; and
coordinate focused efforts to fund
and implement additional strategies
and priorities. Altogether, 2010 has
been an exciting, dynamic second
act for the Taos Regional Water
Plan, and 2011 is shaping up to be
more of the same.

Sangre de Cristos, Aug 2010
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In the fall of 2009, the Middle Rio
Grande Water Assembly found it
self facing a problem: six years had
passed since the MRG Regional

Water Plan was accepted by all the non-
Pueblo local governments in the region
and by the New Mexico Interstate
Stream Commission. To address an un-
sustainable annual shortfall (15-to-30%),
the Plan’s mission and strategies aimed
to balance all uses of the region’s water
resources with renewable supply.
But the public lacks means to
evaluate the Plan’s implementation
and to measure its success against
that mission.

The Futures Project is an effort
to refocus public attention on the
MRG Regional Water Plan and on
weaknesses in its implementation,
and to provide incentives for po-
litical leaders and water managers
to seriously address this issue.
This spring, the Water Assembly
initiated a strategy to increase
public awareness, dialogue, and
engagement with local officials to
mobilize support for more aggres-
sive policies and actions by water man-
agers and governments throughout the
Region. (Our model, loosely adapted, is
a “scenario planning process” used in
South Africa in the 1990s during the
transition from apartheid to democratic
majority rule.) We aim to use scenario
planning to help chart a course to a sus-
tainable water future.

“Story” Portrays Bleak Water Future for MRG Unless Policies Change

by John R. Brown

To initiate the Futures Project, we en-
listed an interdisciplinary team of ex-
perts in hydrology, ecology, economics,
law, demography, biology, modeling,
climate, and political science to help es-
tablish a baseline story about the
Region’s water future in 2025. The key
baseline assumption was “business as
usual”; i.e. current water policies, con-
servation efforts, and rates of progress
continue, but no new or enhanced inter-

ventions (technical, managerial or insti-
tutional) are undertaken. The experts’
baseline descriptions provided factual
support for Lisa Robert to write a com-
pelling and plausible “Future Story.” The
Story was presented in June at the 14th

Water Assembly. Though a stark
graphic overview is shown above, we
encourage you to read the three-page

text online: http://
waterassembly.org/ar-
chives/
14th%20Assembly/
TheStory-Text.pdf
     This dystopian vision
of our likely future, the
Water Assembly Board
hopes, will provide an in-
centive for engaged
members of the public to
envision alternative out-
comes—and to prompt a

conversation within communities
throughout the Region about the course
we’re on and what we can do to choose
a different path.

In keeping with the scenario planning
model, our intention has been to as-
semble a team of community leaders to
develop alternative narratives in contrast
to the status quo “Story.” Our premise
is that different futures are possible, but
will require choosing different policies

and courses of action from those
now in place. Members of the team
should credibly represent diverse
communities of interest. They
would not be expected to concur
on a preferred outcome. They
would have to agree only that each
of the alternatives they describe
constitutes a plausible path to a
different future. After deliberation,
they would select perhaps three
distinctly different alternative sto-
ries to be used in a variety of fo-
rums with community groups and
public officials to generate serious
conversations about our water fu-
ture.

     How to approach these next steps is
still unsettled. The Assembly is working
within its limited financial resources to
assemble a team of community leaders
who can meet over an extended period
to undertake this work. We are also
concerned about when and how to bring
into the process people who have an in-
stitutional interest in the outcomes of
water policy—actors who, as John
Fleck has written in the Albuquerque
Journal, have “skin in the game.” It is
possible that as a volunteer non-govern-
mental organization, the Water Assem-
bly will need to collaborate with others
to create a forum for the serious consid-
eration of major policy changes by par-
ties that have a real stake in the out-
comes. We’re seeking to resolve these
questions before moving ahead, but
meanwhile The Story stands as a stark
reminder of why we must still try.

Manzanos, Oct 2010

http://www.waterassembly.org/archives/14th%20Assembly/TheStory-Text.pdf
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by M.H. Salmon

The Interstate Stream Commis-
sion (ISC) got what it wanted.
On September 21, 2010, at a
meeting of the Gila/San Fran-

cisco Water Commission (GSFWC),
Vance Lee, chairman of the group,
passed out a paper. Composed of repre-
sentatives of local government entities
in southwest New Mexico, the GSFWC
proposed to divert up to 14,000 acre
feet from the Gila River for use prima-
rily in irrigation agriculture in the Virden
Valley (Hidalgo County) and the Cliff/
Gila Valley (Grant County).

“I like what you’ve done here,” Craig
Roepke of the ISC said. “This is what
the ISC has been waiting for—a simple
proposal in black and white for use of
project water and money that the ISC
can review for compliance with the Ari-
zona Water Settlements Act (AWSA).”

Signed by President Bush in 2004, the
AWSA grants New Mexico $66 million
for any water project in the four-county
area (Grant, Luna, Hidalgo, Catron) that
meets a “water supply demand,” and up
to $62 million more if a Gila River dam
or diversion is initiated to capture the
authorized 14,000 acre feet.  Project
proposals from the GSFWC, the local
Stakeholders Group, and any other indi-
vidual or entity, are due by the end of
2010 and will be reviewed thereafter by
the ISC. The $66 million will begin to
arrive in increments in 2012 and, by
2014, New Mexico must indicate to the
Secretary of the Interior whether it
wants to pursue a major water develop-
ment on the currently free-flowing Gila
River.

In fact, the GSFWC submission was
not the first “simple proposal in black
and white” that the ISC had received.
The Gila Conservation Coalition of Sil-
ver City, among other entities, had pre-
viously presented at Stakeholders’ meet-
ings a realm of water development/wa-
ter conservation proposals using the $66
million as seed money. But these pro-

Gila River Proposals Reviewed by Interstate Stream Commission

posals do not involve additional diver-
sion/consumption of the Gila River and
so have not been embraced by the ISC.

Not surprisingly, Roepke and the ISC
did embrace the GSFWC diversion pro-
posal as it is reminiscent of one Roepke
himself presented at a public meeting in
2008. The basics: A diversion some-
where between Mogollon Creek and
Turkey Creek with gravity feed at up to
350 cubic feet per second downstream
15 miles by canal or pipeline for storage
off-stream at Schoolhouse Canyon.
From storage, water could then be
shunted to crops, municipal and indus-
trial use, or, if available, back to the
river for environmental mitigation.

After the GSFWC meeting in Deming,
some participants adjourned to a local
café for a meeting of the Silver City
Prospectors and Deming Silver Spikes,
two booster groups.The subject: Water
and the AWSA. The membership was
briefed by Roepke on the GSFWC pro-
posal; it seemed to meet strong approval
—anything “to keep that water from
running downstream to Arizona.” And

the boosters had their own plan: a New
Mexico First gathering on the issue to
be held summer or fall of 2011. The
cost would approach $40,000 plus2, but
it was quickly pledged including
$10,000 by Roepke and the ISC. All
said, a big diversion on the Gila River
seemed ripe for presentation to, and ac-
ceptance by, the ISC circa 2011. And
yet……

…..Nobody so far has offered to con-
tract for the water. The subsidy could
total as high as $128 million but capital
costs for the project are estimated at
$300 million, operation and maintenance
at roughly $5 million/year, and “ex-
change costs” at $1.5 million/year (New
Mexico must pay the “exchange” of Gila
water diverted here for lower Colorado
River water diverted to the Gila River
Indian Community near Phoenix). New
Mexico irrigators can’t even afford the
exchange costs; who is going to pony
up the big bucks for construction and
maintenance?
    Thousands of acre feet of water
rights, and wet water, lie fallow in both
the Gila and Mimbres Basins while hu-
man populations are nearly static; who
can demonstrate need in the midst of
plenty?

Three federally threatened or endan-
gered species (spike dace, loach min-
now, southwest willow flycatcher) re-
side in the vicinity of the project, and
the river has a large constituency of de-
fenders.

The canal, when carrying its capacity
350 cfs, would need to be six or more
feet deep and over 20 feet wide and
would trespass private land. How would
condemnation be received in the valley?

Other obstacles remain, yet the ISC is
clearly in the driver’s seat. The year
2011 could be a monumental chapter in
the long history of the Gila River.

Cooney Canyon, Gila Wilderness, Sept 2010
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included in the water budget; the gulf
between paper promises and wet water
in the MRG is proving to be even
greater than previously believed, but
water right ownership is still in limbo in
the unadjudicated basin; and even as
pricey engineering projects like aquifer
storage and recovery (ASR) and desali-
nation are promoted as solutions to
looming water problems, one previous
engineered solution—the system of
river levees the length of the region—is
in poor condition and faces de-certifica-
tion by the Federal Emergency Manage-
ment Agency.

Region 13—Estancia Basin (Torrance,
SW Santa Fe, and eastern Bernalillo):
Declaring itself separate from the MRG
in 1993, and operating under a 1995 tri-
county Memorandum of Understanding,
Estancia was the first of the 16 regions
to submit its water plan to the Interstate
Stream Commission, a landmark event
that occurred before publication of the
ISC template, which offers a checklist
of components to be considered. The
original document was revised last year
with ISC funds, and guidance from the
Dialogue’s draft template for plan up-
dates. The region relies on groundwa-
ter, not surface water, and the foremost
use is spray irrigation for agriculture.
Perhaps 80 percent of all farm systems
have been converted to high efficiency,
and the region has also done a lot of
watershed restoration. Nonetheless,
there is a water overdraft of 30- to
40,000 acre-feet per year, and planners
have no “low-hanging fruit” to turn to
because there are few municipalities
where water conservation measures
might apply; small-system water suppli-
ers are not represented on the RWP
committee; and monitoring is problem-
atic because private landowners gener-
ally view it an intrusion. On the plus
side, the regional planning committee
has both new members and continuity;
a public welfare statement that “fits”;
and few expectations about receiving
outside funding. Conversion from agri-
cultural to urban uses is foreseen, along
with a shift to more water-efficient

crops, an intra-basin pipeline to service
growing communities, and better coordi-
nation of local government policies.

Region 14—Rio Chama Basin (eastern
Rio Arriba):  Rio Arriba County is split
between two planning regions, and is
currently trying to develop a 40-year
water plan. Ordinances have been
passed to regulate tapping the “deep
pockets” of the oil and gas industry, and
to preserve farmland by requiring devel-
opers to leave 70 percent of a proposed
site in agriculture, a move designed to
encourage cluster development. There
are numerous mutual domestics, and the
county has authorized funding for a cir-
cuit rider position in hopes of “regional-
izing support,” and improving the orga-
nization and record keeping of each of
those water systems. There is also
strong backing for the livestock indus-
try, along with resistance to some of the
mandates of the Clean Water Act and
Endangered Species Act that affect graz-
ing on public and private lands.

Region 15—Socorro/Sierra Counties:
Region 15 stretches from Belen to below
Elephant Butte Reservoir. It is sparsely
populated, with only a few incorporated
entities, among them Socorro, Truth or
Consequences, and New Mexico Tech.
Major water uses include evapotranspi-
ration at Elephant Butte, agriculture, and
recreation. The regional plan, completed
in 2003, acknowledges a historically
variable water supply, and despite plan
alternatives being implemented by the
Soil and Water Conservation District and
other entities to reduce water consump-
tion (particularly with regard to agricul-
ture), drought conditions prevail every
one in five years. There is concern about
maintaining the natural connectivity be-
tween ground and surface water; about
increased salinity in agricultural soils;
and about the reduced functionality of
the MRGCD drainage system over time.
Above all, Socorro/Sierra is feeling the
pressure from population centers up-
stream, and although protecting farm-
land is a priority for the region, historic
water rights have already been trans-
ferred from hundreds of agricultural
acres.

Region 16—Lea County:  Lea County is
experiencing “huge growth” due to new
finds of potash, and to the expansion of
the nuclear industry in southeastern
New Mexico. The non-replenishable
Ogallala Aquifer underlies the region, so
planners must look elsewhere to in-
crease the water supply. One possibility
is wastewater produced by the oil and
gas industry, and the county hopes to
clean up and reuse millions of gallons of
"produced" water currently being rein-
jected into abandoned wells. There are,
however, legal issues surrounding the
permitting process for produced water
and which agency should oversee it.
The region has also experienced “a big
push” for weather modification. Cloud
seeding has yielded a “3-to-13 percent
increase” in precipitation over the last
six years, but funding is needed to solve
some problems associated with the pro-
gram. Meanwhile, agricultural water
conservation is key for the region.
Farmers have converted to minimum till
programs, and to LEPA (low energy
precision application) and drip irrigation
systems.

Interregional Conflicts and
Opportunities for Cooperation

Workshop participants were asked to
confer with individuals from other re-
gions to identify common conflicts, and
to brainstorm about prospects for im-
proving the RWP program and water
planning in general. Common threads
that emerged include how to meet pro-
jected demands, concerns about over-
pumping, and friction with neighbors
over covetous plans.

The issue of funding affects every
facet of regional planning, from main-
taining working committees to putting
plan recommendations into action and
monitoring the results. Planners seemed
bewildered that the RWP program was
at least nominally supported by the legis-
lature until all 16 water plans were re-
ceived by the ISC, but now, the true
harvests of implementation and re-evalu-
ation may wither on the vine for lack of
patronage.

REGIONAL PLANNERS—Cont. on page 9

REGIONAL PLANNERS—Cont. from page 4
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Another widespread problem/opportu-
nity recognized by planners is the need
to standardize metrics, to adopt an
across-the-board language for reporting
resource data that facilitates communi-
cation within and between regions, and
assists the integration of regional plans
into a State Water Plan.

A third concern—undeniably more
strident than either of the previous
items—is the dilemma of transfers, the
siphoning of water from areas of lesser
clout despite the best efforts of the
raided region to preserve its resources
for local use. Almost all of the regional
representatives mentioned some threat
of impending transfer, and it is ironic
that the original impetus for the RWP
program—protecting New Mexico’s
water against exportation across state
lines—should ultimately result in equiva-
lent tactics among even nearer neigh-
bors.

Also troublesome is the issue of adju-
dication—the constitutionally mandated
process for determining the priority and
extent of all water rights in a particular
basin. The fact that adjudication is not
being undertaken everywhere in New
Mexico diminishes trust in the legal sys-
tem and in the ability of state agencies to
impartially administer both public re-
sources and private property rights. It
has also fostered discord between urban
and rural constituencies, forcing the
most historic water users to the side-
lines as wary “observers,” and consign-
ing to agriculture the unwarranted role
of sacrificial lamb.

Finally, on every region’s plate is the
colossal matter of water quality, that
mind-numbing catch all of compulsory
dynamics that encompasses everything
from aquifers, watersheds and riparian
ecosystems degraded by poop and ra-
dionuclides, to an aging network of es-
sential reservoirs, their specified capaci-
ties choked with 60 years of silt. With-
out the assurance of water quality, ev-
ery region will eventually find itself
short on quantity, regardless of the time
and money lavished on a water plan.

No Aid On the Horizon

The bad news is that neither the state
nor the federal government can promise
funds to tackle such issues at present.
State legislator Don Tripp from Socorro
quotes a sign in his office that reads:
“There IS no money. Next?” Regional
water planning was not funded last year,
nor does it stand a chance of receiving
an appropriation in 2011. Only 10 per-
cent of New Mexico’s severance tax
fund will go to the Water Trust Board;
the rest will be used to “shore up state
government,” Tripp said. That means no
new programs, and no updating of re-
gional water plans.

Expectations are dark at the federal
level, too, according to Patricia
Dominguez of Sen. Jeff Bingaman’s of-
fice. Proposed and existing legislation,
including the American Clean Energy
Leadership Act, the Secure Water Act
(part of the Omnibus Public Land Man-
agement Act), the New Mexico Water
Planning Assistance Act, the Land and
Water Conservation Fund, the Water
Resources Development Act, and sev-
eral pending Indian water rights settle-
ments, will all have to wait for a change
in the political and economic climate.
“Indications are that it will be very diffi-
cult to pass anything this year—even
bills that just authorize expenditures,”
Dominguez warned. (For more informa-
tion on the aforementioned legislation,
see Dominguez’ Power Point presenta-
tion on the Dialogue’s website.)

Doing Without

The good news is this isn’t the first time
regional water planners have confronted
pressing needs with no apparent means
of addressing them. Early in the RWP
process, pioneer planners recognized
that without some sort of guiding pa-
rameters, the 16 separate regions would
give birth to 16 incongruent plans. What
they needed was a checklist to ensure
that each planning group at least consid-
ered all the essential issues. But who
would craft such a list, and how might
it be funded? The answer turned out to
be a group of citizen volunteers and two

members of the Interstate Stream Com-
mission, who met diligently for months
to create the Regional Water Planning
Handbook, a valuable little document
that cost taxpayers almost nothing. Mo-
mentum for the effort came mainly
from an organization that would eventu-
ally be known as the New Mexico Wa-
ter Dialogue.

Now, with all water plans completed
and the regions about to embark on
compulsory updates, the template itself
is in need of revision. There are new
considerations that the guide’s authors
could not have foreseen—federal man-
dates for protecting species and habitat;
reductions in water supply due to
changing climate; increasing concerns
about homeland security, and more. Be-
yond reworking plans to include such
additions, another question still begs to
be answered: How will regional plans be
incorporated into a state water plan?
The legislature originally chose regional
planning over a state approach, but there
are no guidelines for melding localized
priorities and caveats into an
overarching state policy.

In the past few years, Dialogue has
prompted state and local planners to ad-
dress this issue, first through a project
known as Upstream/Downstream,
which brought representatives from
three adjacent regions together with
state water administrators to identify in-
consistencies among the several plans,
and to work toward solutions to shared
problems. The project was envisioned
as a social template of sorts, a blueprint
for ameliorating through ‘dialogue’ the
instances where one region’s choices
‘rubbed’ against the choices of its
neighbors.

In addition to the Upstream/Down-
stream experiment, the Dialogue also be-
gan to consider possible revisions to the
Regional Water Planning Handbook in
hopes of addressing some of the signifi-
cant items currently missing from the
16-year-old template. The draft revision
(available on Dialogue’s website) is an
acknowledgement that some of the
handbook’s original assumptions no
longer hold true, and that for the next

REGIONAL PLANNERS—Cont. from page 9

REGIONAL PLANNERS—Cont. on page 10
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iteration of water planning—the regional
updates—the template itself must be
amended. For example, the handbook
assumes "no change in federal law," a
stipulation that elicits a guffaw from any
water savvy audience. The template also
anticipated that regions would meet their
future water needs with the supply
available to them, a condition long since
fallen by the wayside judging by the
proliferation of transfer applications.
Also out-of-date is the handbook’s con-
cept of water conservation: there is no
advice on estimating projected savings,
or on clearly designating which use sec-
tor will bear the responsibility for con-
serving.

These and other transformations in
philosophy and reality argue for a col-
lective review of the water planning
template, and in the end, the
workshop’s participants came full circle
about how such an enormous task could
be accomplished: as with the first Re-
gional Water Planning Handbook, revi-
sion has to involve both the regions and
the state. It is the icky, prickly process
of meeting and debating and objecting
and submitting and finally, finally back-
tracking to some tolerable degree of
consensus that defines water planning in
New Mexico. Anything less would con-
stitute heresy.

And so, regional water planning ap-
pears to be on the verge of another era
of ‘doing without,’ its proponents
pledging to take on the challenge, de-
spite some very long odds. As the Sep-
tember workshop came to a close, all
agreed to cooperate in amending the
template. Yes, anxieties linger: ISC
staffers are at work on a new version of
the State Water Plan and say they won’t
have time before next January to attend
to the template, a situation that for re-
gional planners puts the cart before the
horse. Yet both sides know collabora-
tion is the only course. Without local
backing, state policy is tough to enact
and tougher still to enforce, and without
the cohesiveness of some umbrella
strategy, New Mexico’s water planning
regions are little but fiefdoms, looting
the lifeblood from one another.

REGIONAL PLANNERS—Cont. from page 9 This Just In: Water News

The last week of October was ac-
tive: The Taos County Commis-
sion passed the “Public Welfare

Ordinance” discussed in the article on
page 5 and the N.M. Court of Appeals
issued two decisions, including the
Bounds appeal discussed on page 3.

The “domestic well” statute, 72-12.1
et set., which requires the State Engi-
neer to approve all applications for new
domestic wells, has been contentious
for years. The automatic approval re-
quirement means these wells are not
evaluated to determine if existing, senior
users’ water will be impaired as a pre-
requisite to approval or denial. After
four years, it became clear that the leg-
islature would not change the statute,
and subsequently the Bounds, a couple
in the Mimbres Valley, challenged the
statute on the grounds that it conflicts
with the constitutional protection of se-
nior users (the priority system).  In July
2008, a district court agreed with the
plaintiffs and ruled the statute to be un-
constitutional. The ruling was appealed
by the State Engineer, and the N.M.
Court of Appeals ruled on October 29,
2010 that the constitutional priority doc-
trine is “but a broad principle,” noted
that the State Engineer has broad discre-
tion to curtail use when senior users are
impaired, and upheld the constitutional-
ity of the domestic well statute.

In another opinion released on the
same day, the court issued its “Tri
State” decision. At issue was the validity
of the OSE’s Active Water Management
Regulations (AWRM). Those regulations
were promulgated in response to the
Legislature’s enactment of NMSA 1978
§72-2-9.1 directing the OSE to adopt
rules for priority administration.

AWRM sets up a process by which
the OSE would determine priority dates
of holders of administrable water right
in an area and set a cutoff date under
which junior uses would be required to
cease taking water.

The regulations granted the OSE au-
thority to define each administrable wa-
ter right by its elements as set forth in:
a) decree entered by an adjudication
court; b) a subfile order; c) an offer of

judgment; d) a hydrographic survey; e)
a license; f) a permit; and g) a determi-
nation made by the state engineer based
on the best available evidence.

The Court of Appeals determined that
§72-2-9.1 did not grant any additional
power to the OSE to set priority dates
and that the only basis on which the
OSE can conduct priority administration
is the power granted in §72-2-9 (“The
state engineer shall have the supervision
of the apportionment of water in this
state according to the licenses issued by
him and his predecessors and the adjudi-
cations of the courts”), thereby striking
out all but subsections a) and e) quoted
above. This decision rested partially on
the fact that the adjudication process
and the permitting process that leads to
the licensing provide adequate due pro-
cess. (While the permitting process is
what provides licensing with due pro-
cess, presumably it was the language of
§72-2-9 that caused the Court to focus
only on licensing and adjudications.)

The Court appeared to ignore the fact
that in order to determine whether new
appropriations of surface or ground wa-
ter should permitted pursuant to §72-5-6
and §72-12-12(E), the OSE must neces-
sarily identify all valid administrable wa-
ter rights that the new appropriation
could impair.  Even more clear is the re-
quirement that to approve a transfer of a
water right under §72-5-23, the OSE
must necessarily determine the priority
date of all valid administrable water
rights (see Montgomery v. Lomos Altos,
Inc, 2007-NMSC-2) since the trans-
ferred right would carry its priority date
and impairment would thus be measured
only against more senior water rights in
that area. The Court also ignores the
statement in §72-2-8 authorizing the
OSE to adopt regulations for enforce-
ment of the water code that “[i]n order
to accomplish its purpose, this provision
is to be liberally construed.”

Nevertheless, the Court makes clear
that the Legislature can easily expressly
grant the OSE authority to determine
priority of administrable water rights us-
ing any or all of the elements of evi-
dence set out in the AWRM.
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2401 12th Street NW, Albuquerque

ECONOMIC STRESS:
HARD TIMES FOR WATER PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

Registration includes lunch catered by the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center and morning and afternoon
beverages and snacks. By registering early, you help us plan for these items, and we offer substantial
discounts. The simplest way to register for the 17th Annual Statewide Meeting is to go online to http://
nmwaterdialogue.org and click on the Register Now button. (Credit cards can be used online only.)
Alternatively, you may fill out this form and mail it with a check or Purchase Order to NMWD, c/o John
Brown, PO Box 1387, Corrales, NM  87048.

Early Registration Form

Name(s) ______________________________________________________________________

Organization (optional, except for purchase orders) ____________________________________

Title or position (optional) ________________________________________________________

Address (street or box) ___________________________________________________________

City, State, Zip _________________________________________________________________

Contact email _______________________________ Phone _____________________________

I/we want to:

[  ] Register for the 17th Annual Statewide Meeting
___ member(s) @ $30 until Dec. 15; $35 until Jan. 10, 2011.
___ non-member(s) @ $35 until Dec. 15; $40 until Jan. 10, 2011 Amount included: $ _______.

[  ] Become a member of the NM Water Dialogue (includes 1-year subscription to Dialogue).
___ Individual $20;
___ Representative of non-profit organization $40
___ Representative of government agency $75
___ Representative of business or trade association $150. Amount included: $ _______.

[  ] Make a tax-deductible contribution to the Dialogue. Amount included: $ _______.

Payment options: [  ] A check is enclosed. Total amount: $ ________.
[  ] Our organization will pay. Invoice our P.O. # _____________ for $______.
[  ] Payment is being mailed separately (must arrive by January 10, 2011).
[  ] I (We) will pay ($40 for members; $45 for non-members) at the door.

If you wish to receive Dialogue electronically, check here: [  ] (Include email address above.)
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8:00 On-site registration

8:30 Welcome and introductions

8:45 Keynote:  Dr. Janie Chermak, Professor of Economics, UNM   

9:45 Break

10:00 Panel  – Update on the 2010 State Water Plan
.
12:00 LUNCH

1:00 Panel – Adventures in Regional Water Planning

2:15 Break

2:30 Panel –  Economic Slowdown: Impacts on Growth, Water and Land Use 
     

3:45 Summation and Nominations for the Dialogue Board of Directors

4:00 Close

Please check www.nmwaterdialogue.org for changes to the agenda.
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New Mexico Water Dialogue 

Reports from the Regions and Dialogue with ISC staff 

 

Sevilleta National Wildlife Refuge 

Tuesday, July 28, 2015 

 

Summary of Discussion 

 

Facilitator/note taker:  Lucy Moore 

 

List of attendees attached 

 

Welcome and Introductions:  Lucy welcomed the group and said she was very pleased to be 

part of this important dialogue.  She reviewed the agenda and logistics, and thanked Joaquin 

Baca for arranging to use the facility, Eileen Dodds for bringing the lunch and Sharon Hausam 

for the peaches and apricots. Jason John, NMWD president, thanked everyone for coming and 

said that he was looking forward to the conversation. Representative Tripp was acknowledged 

and thanked for his attention to the issue of our water future. Participants introduced themselves. 

 

Reports from the Regions:  Each region offered successes and challenges in its water planning 

update process. 

 

Rio Chama Region: Rio Chama identified priorities for its update and future water planning 

activities:] 

 Watershed restoration 

 40-year “Water Plans”   

 Small storage dams  

 Water banking 

 Water quality 

 Storage at Abiquiu for water banking 

 Education on water quality and quantity issues for all students and adults 

 Flood management in arroyos including insurance studies 

 Acequia metering 

 Surface and groundwater data collection 

 

In addition, Rio Arriba County has identified water related issues to address, including water 

rights analysis, data collection for mutual domestics, and the potential for water banking. 

 

Northwest Region:  The Northwest Region is challenged by its diversity of jurisdictions, 

watersheds, populations, cultures and economies. To relieve groundwater mining and serve 

needy communities, the billion dollar San Juan water development project (Navajo-Gallup Water 

Supply Project) is being built to move surface water from the San Juan River to Gallup, with 

extensions to rural Navajo, and Jicarilla Apache Nation communities in the region (about 40 

communities). There are challenges with extending water to small systems and a high interest in 

watershed restoration The Soil and Water Conservation Districts’ watershed health group has a 
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thinning initiative, and there are efforts to tap into the Rio Grande Water Fund, extending its 

boundaries to the Continental Divide.   

 

Laguna Pueblo is in the Northwest region, as well as the Middle Rio Grande. A Laguna 

spokesperson said that there had been more inclusion of tribes in the past in the water planning 

process, but expressed appreciation for the current efforts of the ISC staff and consultants. The 

Pueblo was not asked for any data in this round of the update, but did contribute to the projects, 

programs and policies list. The Navajo Nation spokesperson suggested that in addition to 

regional outreach the ISC convene a government to government meeting with all tribes, since 

this is the preferable way for many tribes to participate. He also noted that in the past 

groundwater has supplied 90% of use and the region is transitioning to more surface water in the 

future.  

 

Middle Rio Grande Region: Hundreds of public meetings and many stakeholder and steering 

committee meetings were held during the development of the original water plan for the Middle 

Rio Grande region. Local planners are proud of their work to determine a water budget– both 

technical and participatory – that produced the final plan and showed a significant deficit. They 

are concerned that the 2010 data from the ISC shows no deficit. That decision to ignore non-

manmade consumption is a serious flaw according to those speaking for the region. It raises the 

question, they said, of the purpose of planning.  

 

There were also concerns about the update process and the method that will be used to prioritize 

projects, and about the current makeup of the steering committee. The committee, they said, is 

not representative: MRGCD is not a member, for instance, and Laguna and Sandia are the only 

pueblos participating. Agricultural representatives “had to fight to get in.” In the original water 

planning effort, the region was divided into sub-regions, which was effective in involving more 

rural and pueblo interests. The Rio Puerco sub-region was an active participant in the past, 

producing its own data, process and plan. Laguna did not have any projects in the original plan , 

but contributed to the final list for the update.  

 

Lower Pecos Region:  The Pecos Valley Water Users Association (founded 1880s) has taken the 

lead on water planning in the Lower Pecos region, and have been meeting four times a year since 

1990. The area of the region is very large and the river – home of endangered species and 

responsible for compact deliveries to Texas -- has been studied extensively.  Regional water 

planners are concerned with the focus put on the list of projects (ICIP) feeling that policies 

should be first, programs second and finally projects for a more logical progression. However, 

the group did evaluate the previous plan’s recommendations. A large number of stakeholders 

were invited to the initial steering committee for the update, but as time went by fewer and fewer 

came and the group is now the core that has been working on water issues consistently over the 

years. BLM, for instance, uses the regional water plan but does not participate in meetings. 

 

Mora-San Miguel-Guadalupe Region: The Hermit’s Peak Watershed Alliance has taken the lead 

on water planning for this region. They have succeeded in deepening and broadening the concept 

of watershed and have worked to include the whole watershed for the health of all. Mutual 

Domestics and acequias have joined the effort. Leadership learned that it takes many, many 

meetings to organize the group and build relationships before any work can be done. 
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Subcommittees have formed – Watersheds, Mutual Domestics and Acequias – but need funding 

and leadership to be effective. The steering committee found that it was difficult, and divisive, to 

identify specific projects; instead they developed a list of “types” of projects. Planners also 

realized that they need good hydrological data to begin effective update planning. Challenges 

include lack of steering committee leadership and a representative membership. In addition, the 

process for submittals felt like a “top down” rather than “bottom up” process, and the timeline 

was too short to accomplish quality work.   

 

Jemez y Sangre Region: Santa Fe City and County have been planning for a secure water future. 

The city has diversified its supply, using San Juan-Chama diversion water to supplement use of 

wells, and has stressed conservation and re-use. The county is expanding water lines to areas 

where wells are failing. The Steering Committee has four co-chairs from Santa Fe City and 

County, Los Alamos County and the City of Espanola. Six pueblos are within the region; one has 

joined the steering committee and one has attended as an observer. The Aamodt adjudication 

dominates the region and has affected local relationships. The former Jemez y Sangre Water 

Planning Committee met monthly. The new steering committee hopes to do the same and reach 

out to Pueblos and the public for engagement and support.  

 

Challenges include: 

 Accurate data – “you can’t manage what you can’t measure” and only 36 of 750-850 City 

wells are metered (the rest are domestic wells at 3 AF/yr resulting in 21,000 AF/yr 

unmetered 

 Urban/agricultural interface – how to allocate legally, respectfully and thoughtfully 

 Need for review and update of models 

 Funding to support continued meetings  

 Introducing resiliency as a concept, goal and priority in the planning process 

 

Tularosa/Great Salt/Sacramento River Basins Region: The City of Alamogordo’s water supply 

before 1992 was 87% surface flows; today it is only 20%. The surface water has been 

appropriated, the region has lost the use of Bonito Lake, and money for infrastructure and 

maintenance – for both surface and groundwater sources -- is dwindling. The steering committee 

is focusing on conservation, trying to educate an often apathetic public about the true cost of 

water. “They don’t care until they’re thirsty.”  The group is also focusing on watershed 

restoration and improved recharge in the Sacramento Mountains, which would benefit both the 

Mescalero Apache Reservation and the City of Alamogordo. Desalination has been a topic of 

discussion for many years in the region because of the large supply of brackish groundwater. A 

desal plant is finally under design, with pilot testing planned soon. It is expected to be complete 

in 2017 if adequate funding can be obtained.  

 

The region is hoping for additional money to complete an underfunded regional project to pipe 

water to Tularosa. Regional partnerships, public and private, are critical to completing this 

project and others including a pipeline from Ruidoso to Alamogordo.  

 

Northeast Region: This large region includes five counties, and depends almost entirely on 

groundwater. Part of the region overlies the Ogallala Aquifer, which is depleting at a significant 

rate. Some surface water is available from Conchas Lake, although that is not within the region. 
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The canals have helped recharge groundwater, but there have been many years where the lake is 

too low to support the flow.  

 

Priorities include: 

 Rangeland conservation needed in the Ute Lake area, which is in the region.   

 Wastewater treatment plants are being upgraded so that the effluent can be used for non-

potable uses.  

 “40-Year Water Plans” 

 Source water protection plan for monitoring wells for both quality and quantity.  

 Ute Reservoir pipeline is underway  –to Curry and Roosevelt Counties, including rural 

communities of San Jon and Tucumcari, which require funding of $500M. They are 

exploring the per-gallon cost of desalination as well.  

 

Estancia Basin Region: The Estancia Basin Water Planning Committee (EBWPC) was 

established through Memorandum Of Understanding with local governments in 1996 and used 

the Dialogue template to produce the first regional water plan to be accepted by the ISC in 1999. 

They completed an update in 2010, which has been posted on the ISC website but not formally 

“accepted” as far as the EBWPC knows. The EBWPC has continued to meet every other month, 

and its membership remains stable, thanks to the MOUs committing participation and support to 

the water planning effort.  They also enjoy a good relationship with the local Soil and Water 

Conservation District. The region is heavily reliant on groundwater for irrigation of crops. The 

EBWPC focuses on groundwater modeling to expand and sustain the resource as best they can. 

They receive a small amount of funding from Santa Fe County each year to effectively monitor 

wells, and have received Water Trust Board funds for watershed restoration. Their number one 

project is to investigate is the feasibility of water banking and they are also looking at possible 

deep groundwater sources. 

 

Challenges include: 

 Dealing with the “use it or lose it” policy, as farmers are considering retirement 

 Funds for an intra-basin pipeline from Mountainair to Moriarty 

 Utilizing brackish water 

 Better coordination with cities on project needs; included CIPs in project list 

 Keep the county commissioners involved 

 Maintaining the integrity and identity of the existing EBWPC, while adding ad hoc 

members to meet the ISC requirements for a representative steering committee 

 

The ICIP list has been helpful in encouraging coordination and more inclusion in their region. 

Effective coordination with cities has been a chronic problem.  

 

Lower Rio Grande Region: This region emphasized the importance of the ISC water planning 

process this round, and valued the dialogue process and philosophy of bringing together diverse 

interests to better understand and support each other for the future health and welfare of the state.  

During the update process, the steering committee had successful public outreach with over 200 

surveys and interviews with stakeholders.  

 

Challenges include: 
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 Focus on projects with limited foundation of data; question the 2010 administrative 

supply figures 

 Water rights litigation posture permeates process and discourages creative participation 

 Domestic well constituency needs to be part of dialogue 

 

The regional goal is for a good science-based management plan that embodies resiliency to 

manage water both during droughts and abundance of water, as well as to enhance the capacity 

to adopt new ideas resulting in a transformational change. 

 

San Juan Region:  A 63-member committee met regularly over the last two years, with active 

participation from The Navajo and Jicarilla Apache Tribe. The challenge facing the region is to 

meet water needs in times of shortage, which occurs about 10% of the time. Although infrequent, 

it is critical to be prepared with a plan to meet the shortfall. However, because they did not 

include specific projects in their first plan, they did not receive any state funding. The region also 

is troubled by the ISC focus on the list of projects which is not necessarily appropriate for this 

region and seems premature without necessary data. The committee has used the ICIP list but 

finds it is not the best representation. The region is concerned with the ICIP funding process that 

limits the number of projects, resulting in many small communities being left out. Participation 

has fallen off at recent steering committee meetings, and greater local facilitation is needed to 

foster a spirit of ownership among stakeholders. Agriculture needs to be more active on the 

committee. 

 

Southwest Region: This region includes four counties. Beginning in 2005 a group of committed 

regional planners met monthly for two years. The updated steering committee includes more 

diversity and the Southwest Council of Governments Director Priscilla Lucero is serving as chair, 

bringing an important four county perspective to the table. Regional spokespersons said that their 

update process has been particularly difficult because they were the last region to bring an ISC 

contractor on board in March 2015, and there was little time left before the June 30 deadline.  

 

Another challenge is the Arizona Water Rights Settlement Act which has overshadowed all 

water dialogue in the region since 2004. The question of whether or not to divert the Gila River 

and the surrounding arguments have divided the community and bred a lack of trust in decision-

makers, particularly when the regional water plan has been cited as favoring the diversion. Many 

local regional planners are concerned that the plan and inaccurate data are being used to justify a 

certain political position.  

 

There are also concerns with the Common Technical Platform, which is seen as a “top down” 

product by many. The amount of deficit it reports for the Southwest region is also questioned, as 

well as the accounting, or lack thereof, of mining water rights. Planners recommend an objective 

analysis of the data.  

 

Northern Catron County groundwater is threatened by an international investor’s water rights 

application  (“San Augustin Plains”) that proposes to export 54,000 acre-feet from the basin to 

users in the north. These groundwater sources have been proven to be tied to the T or C hot 

springs, which would likely suffer, along with many other users, if the groundwater level 

dropped.  
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Taos Region: This single-county region was the last to complete its original water plan (2008) 

and benefited from some of the lessons learned by other regions in the process. With the original 

planning process there was a good airing of issues over a 3-4 year period, particularly the public 

welfare values and needs of the region. Environmental, agricultural, conservation and others took 

part in the development of the public welfare statement. The plan was adopted by the Taos 

County Commission, but not by all municipalities.  

 

Since then they have focused on and completed some data gathering for both ground and surface 

water. The SWCD has been an important partner in groundwater mapping. With public welfare 

not in the forefront for the update, projects are commanding the attention of the planners. The 

Common Technical Platform is useful in its support of local projects, but it will be important for 

local contributions of data and priorities to be included as the process moves forward. The 

updates are an opportunity to address the needs for more regional water planning in the future, 

the need for funding from the legislature, and the need to evaluate the data from the ISC.  

 

Some observations:  The group reflected on messages from the regional reports. 

 

 Appreciation for the efforts of ISC – realize that ISC and regions need to be mutually 

supportive 

 Funding – critical to ongoing, consistent planning efforts; ISC has done a good job with the 

resources they have but funding is imperative if regional planning is to succeed 

 Participation – need for motivation for different stakeholders 

 Data – different needs for regions and for ISC; concerns about State “top down” data driven 

process, understanding it is in response to limited funding  

 Groundwater – need for education statewide on the critical state of groundwater and the need 

to protect both quantity and quality 

 Relationship between projects, programs and policies – questions about whether or not there 

is a logical hierarchy 

 Regional water planning groups all very different – some local government-driven, some 

well established, some expired 

 Need for legislative recognition of regional water planning entities with some clear 

responsibility and authority 

 Need for more tribal inclusion/integration in the regional water planning process 

 Need to explore reasons for water planning – to protect water from outside claims? To 

develop project lists for Water Trust Board? To establish public welfare and community 

values statements? To insure water for the future? 

 Acknowledgment that regional water planners can have influence on their legislators, and 

that there may be ways that they can advocate for more funding for the regions and for ISC 

 

 [LUNCH] 

 

Remarks by Deborah Dixon, Director, Interstate Stream Commission:  Deborah emphasized 

that she had come to listen. The reports from the morning made her see many of the challenges 

facing regional water planners, and the critical need for good water planning, particularly given 

the recent drought. The ISC understands that this process is different from the last round of water 
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planning. She reviewed for the group the history of water planning in the state beginning with El 

Paso’s suit against New Mexico in 1983. The Regional Water Planning statute was passed in 

1997 and the State Water Plan Act was passed in 2003. She explained how the regional water 

plans have been done over a long period with different methodologies, which has made it 

difficult to integrate into the State Water Plan. There has been little funding since 2008. These 

issues led to the current update process including the common technical platform. The result has 

been the establishment of the state and regional water planning processes. The goals of the state 

water plan are, briefly:  

 

 Promote stewardship of the state’s water resources 

 Protect and maintain water rights and their priority status 

 Protect diverse customs, culture, environment and economic stability of the state, Protect 

both water supply and water quality,  

 Promote cooperative strategies, 

 Meet the basic needs of New Mexicans and  

 Meet the state’s interstate compact objectives 

  

It took 11 years for all 16 regions to complete their original plans. Updates of the State Water 

Plan are mandated every 5 years, and in order to do a credible job it is necessary for regional 

plans to be updated as well. Since 2008, she said, there have been drastic cuts in state funding for 

regions to conduct water planning, resulting in the state taking on certain sections of the regional 

water plan updates – supply and demand figures, legal issues, introductions, etc. There simply is 

not enough funding to enable regions to update all parts of the plan themselves, and there is a 

need for consistency across regions. She acknowledged that the schedule is a very challenging 

one for the regions and the state to meet, and she hopes that the ISC and regions can develop a 

better way of meeting the demands of the schedule the next time updates are due.  

 

The current updates are due June 30, 2016. ISC is currently reviewing the drafts that were 

submitted this June 30. Plans will be given back to the regions in batches of four beginning this 

fall, and hopefully will all be in regional hands by December 2015.  (The Southwest Region has 

a guaranteed spot in the first batch of four.) She urged regions to keep meeting as often as they 

can. ISC can support only three meetings for each region in this next year: 1) gather the steering 

committee together, review next steps and implementation; 2) review and finalize criteria for 

prioritization of projects; and 3) hold a public meeting to present the update draft and take 

comments which will inform any changes to the update. The ISC will then review and accept the 

plans and use them to prepare the state water plan. She warned that there are no guarantees about 

what the Water Trust Board will decide with respect to funding water projects.   

 

She thanked everyone for their passion and commitment to insuring a solid water future for the 

state. We are all in this together, she added, and we can all benefit. The process is not perfect and 

she asked for any input that regions want to give, including what she was hearing today.  

 

 

Questions: 
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Multiplicity of processes:  A regional planner asked if there was a way to coordinate the 

multiplicity of processes, applications and requirements from the different entities including ISC, 

NMED, and others. It seems, she said, as if they are being asked to make lists and prioritize over 

and over.  

 

Conflict and Synergy:  A participant suggested that an important function for the ISC planning 

staff would be to help find ways to resolve conflicts both within and between regions. The San 

Juan and the Northwest, for instance, have differences that neither region wants to escalate. In 

addition, ISC could help coordinate regions so that the boundaries were more seamless and less 

likely cause conflict.  

 

Prioritization process:  How will the criteria for prioritizing the projects be developed? By the 

region or by the state, or through some combination?  At this point, the assumption is that the 

regions will develop their own criteria, given the great diversity of conditions and needs among 

the regions. The state will then develop a state prioritization system for its review of the updates. 

Regional planners asked that they be included in the development of state criteria for 

prioritization.  

 

Funding and schedules:  Planners emphasized that more funding and more time are needed for 

quality planning that makes sense at the local level. It is very difficult and inefficient to “ramp up 

and ramp down” every few years when an update is due. A consistent stream of funding, even at 

a low level, would insure that the region is at least organized and in conversation during the time 

between updates.  

 

Nature and Purpose of Water Planning: A participant suggested that the ISC and the Dialogue 

“slow down” and consider the nature and purpose of water planning. Is it a product or is it 

process? Ideally, he said the process of planning would be funded, not just the product, so that 

ongoing work on resiliency, conflict resolution, adaptation, public involvement, etc. could be 

supported.  

 

Communication and feedback:  There was a request for clarity about the process for giving 

feedback on the regional water plans once they have been reviewed and perhaps changed by the 

ISC. Will the comments and corrections of regions have weight with the ISC and will they make 

changes accordingly? Or, is it possible that a regional water plan would be posted on the ISC 

website as accepted with language and data that is unacceptable to the local steering committee? 

 

Major Issues of Concern:  The group agreed to a list of five major issues to discuss during the 

afternoon: 

 Data 

 Projects and prioritization 

 Participation  

 Governance  

 Funding 

 

They also agreed that a relationship of mutual support between the ISC and regional water 

planners is foundational for all these issues.  
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Data:  There were several regions that expressed dissatisfaction with the OSE administrative 

water supply numbers included in the Common Technical Platform (CTP). Some suggested that 

ISC wait for the data from the $2.5 million Water Resources Research Institute study which 

should be completed in a year and a half and is seen as more objective than the OSE/ISC work. 

There are fears that the CTP is nothing more than the lowest common denominator, and that 

these figures, once in print, may be used in litigation and take on a life of their own. Generalizing 

across regions is dangerous, many felt, because the conditions vary so greatly from one region to 

another.  

 

There was concern that the CTP figures for the Middle Rio Grande Region did not distinguish 

between withdrawals and depletions. 

 

 Some recommended moving the focus away from the data, feeling that planning could continue 

with those figures unknown for now. “How much difference does it make,” asked a participant, 

“one number over another? We know we need to plan.”  What is needed, others said, are 

averages and medians to determine trends and plan for resiliency.  

 

ISC staff said that local data will also be included in the water supply and demand figures for 

each region, and that regions should feel free to submit their own data.  

 

Projects and Prioritization:  Understanding that prioritization is necessary to justify legislative 

requests, regional planners said that trying to choose among projects is a “political nightmare” at 

any level -- local, regional and state.   

 

One problem is the great inequity between the very large and very small planning entities and 

their projects. A participant likened it to high school athletics -- Class A to AAAA -- where small 

schools play small schools and big schools play big schools to make the competition fair. Pitting 

an acequia ditch project against a Rio Rancho water development project seems unworkable. For 

example, acequias have their own ICIP and have prioritized their own projects based on 

demographics. A planner said that “this conversation needs to start at the bottom, with those on 

the ground.” A member from the Middle Rio Grande said that they prioritized their 

recommendations, not their projects. A participant suggested that goals be established for each of 

the “classes” and that these goals be included in the policies for the region. Goals could then be 

prioritized to help determine the ranking of projects.  

 

It was suggested that regions prioritize based on the regional scope of the project – if it 

something where several entities can join to promote and benefit from the project then it should 

have a high priority. Perhaps demonstrated collaboration among entities should have weight in 

the prioritizing process as well.  

 

A planner asked how a project that proposed to establish instream flow could succeed, given that 

the state does not recognize instream flow as a beneficial use. A fellow planner suggested that it 

is possible to achieve the desired goal without using the term “instream flow,” but rather 

describing the project in terms of “watershed health,”  “fisheries improvement,” etc, citing the 

State Water Plan.  
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A participant suggested the State Department of Transportation has an excellent prioritizing 

process for its projects and that water planners might look at it for ideas.  

 

A planner suggested establishing tiers of small and large projects to address the problem of 

smaller water systems’ competing with big municipalities.  

 

Goal statements, said a participant, perhaps would be useful for monitoring progress and 

capturing different levels of activity. A planner noted that the State Water Plan also provides for 

preserving “custom and culture” in water planning activities.  

 

Participation:  All steering committee meetings are open to the public, affording ongoing 

opportunity for anyone to participate in water planning. Regions emphasized the importance of 

bringing in stakeholders and the public early in the process and questioned the ISC schedule for 

next year that calls for a public meeting toward the end of the process when the draft is 

completed.  

 

Many regions have been challenged in engaging pueblos and tribes, many of whom are reluctant 

to participate because as sovereigns they do not want to be bound by decisions of another entity. 

Those in the Northwest region emphasized the importance of building relationships, through 

repeated outreach to tribes and acknowledgement of their sovereignty and special rights. It is 

critical, they said, not to give up after an initial effort, but to continue inviting their participation 

every time there is an opportunity. Inviting tribes, for instance, to participate in creating the 

agenda for meetings can show respect and build trust. They may choose to come to steering 

committee meetings as observers, which is a valuable first step. A planner suggested inviting 

pueblos by language group to special dialogue sessions to help build that relationship. The most 

convincing message to tribes and pueblos is when the state, the region, “the other” comes to visit, 

asks to meet with the Tribal Administrator and to speak to the council.  

 

Regional planners noted that people need a “reason to show up, need to have a stake in the 

outcome.” They also need to trust the process, trust that the ISC is genuine in its efforts to plan 

on behalf of, and with, the regions, and trust that the regions will be respected and their work 

valued. Participants in water planning need to “own” the process and “own” their region in order 

to feel it is worth participating.  

 

A participant observed that lack of leadership is one of the biggest problems with steering 

committees. In some regions where turnout for meetings is high, no work is done because there 

is no leadership to oversee its completion. In most regions, especially the rural ones, paid staff is 

critical for sustaining the water planning effort.  

 

Both regional water planners and the public need a course in Regional Water Planning 101, with 

particular attention to the challenges of each region.  

 

Governance:  Participants agreed to form a joint working group of representatives of the ISC, 

regional water planners, and the Dialogue, to consider the issue of governance and bring 

recommendations forward. They will look at models in other states and consider ways to make 
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the regional water planning groups more effective, legally and administratively. They will 

consider ways that regions might be brought together, upstream and downstream, to work 

together and address conflicts.  

 

Planners were concerned that the ISC acceptance criteria for updates might result in a plan that 

did not match the needs and priorities of the region. They asked to see the ISC criteria as soon as 

possible to insure acceptability of their plans.  

 

Planners also asked for clarity about the meaning of the “living plan,” and whether or not the ISC 

could do enough in terms of support to keep it alive in all regions between the update points.  

 

Funding:  The legislature recognized the need for funding for regional water planning in the 

early years when the plans were being developed. In recent years, funding has fallen drastically.  

 

A planner posed the question: “What is our justification for asking for funding, once the updates 

are complete?”  Participants suggested the following: 

 

 Ongoing minimal support for staff for each region to keep water planning alive 

 Increase in ISC planning staff 

 

Planners also agreed it is important to send a message with the funding request about the 

cost/benefit of regional water planning, emphasizing that water planning:  

 Reduces conflicts 

 Facilitates implementation of projects, programs and policies 

 Maximizes opportunities for reducing the demand and supply gap 

 Builds productive relationships among local government, stakeholders and water users.  

 

Conclusion:  Participants expressed appreciation for the honest and creative dialogue, and hoped 

for more opportunities in the future.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary written by Lucy Moore. Please contact her with comments or corrections. 

lucymoore@nets.com  
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